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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that for a pair (A, B) of n X n matrices, where the eigenvalues of A 
lie on a straight line L, and the eigenvalues of B lie on a ray with initial point on L,, 
the spectral distance between A and B is bounded from above by the spectral norm 
of their difference. The more general case where the eigenvalues of B lie on a straight 
line intersecting L, is also discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A and I3 be n X n normal matrices with spectra a( A) = {A,, . . . , A,) 
and U(B) = {pi,. . , /A”}, where each eigenvalue of A or B is repeated as 
many times as the value of its multiplicity. The spectral distance sd( A, B) 
between A and B is defined as 
sd( A, B) = min max lh,,j, - ~~1, 
7 l<j<fl (1.1) 
where the minimum is taken over all permutations r of the set {I,. 
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sd( A, B) = lTJynlAj - ~jujl Q IIA - BII, (1.2) . ‘. 
where the norm 11 A - Bl] is the spectral (operator> norm of A - B. Over the 
years there has been considerable interest in finding variants of this inequality 
that apply to more general pairs of normal matrices. See [2, Chapter 41 and 
[5] for a discussion. L. Mirsky [S] in 1960 posed the following question: do we 
have 
sd( A, B) Q (IA - Bll 
for all normal matrices A and B? 
(1.3) 
A recent paper by J. Holbrook [6] shows that the inequality (1.3) is not 
true in general. However, it is known, in addition to (1.2), that the inequality 
(1.3) holds for some special pairs (A, B) of normal matrices. For example, 
this is so when: 
(i) A is Hermitian and B is skew-Hermitian [9], 
(ii) A, B, and A - B are all normal matrices [l], 
(iii) A and B are both unitary matrices 131, 
(iv> A and B are multiples of unitary matrices [4]. 
It follows from case (ii) that the inequality (1.3) holds when the spectra a( A) 
and a(B) of A and B lie on two parallel straight lines L, and L,, 
respectively. 
In this paper we consider the case of two matrices A and B having 
spectra c+(A) c L, and a(B) c L,, where L, and L, are two straight lines 
intersecting at a point p. We can assume without loss of generality that L, is 
the real axis and p is the origin. We prove that the inequality (1.3) holds in 
the case where the eigenvalues of A are allowed to be anywhere on L,, but 
the eigenvalues of B are restricted to be on a ray on L, with initial point p. 
(This case includes Weyl’s result.) The general case is also discussed, where a 
necessary condition is given for (1.3) not to hold. 
2. NOTATION AND INTRODUCTORY FACTS 
Let cr, /I, and y be three points in [w’. The convex set ((1 - t>o ++tP : t 
E [O, l]] is denoted by co& cr, PI. The angle between_the vectors (YP and 
27 is denoted by 4 /?a~. The scalar (dot) product of crp and ;;‘r is denoted 
by :fi . 2~. 
SPECTRAL VARIATION FOR TWO MATRICES 
In the linear space C”, the inner product of two points a = ( QI 1, . 
and p = ( pi, . . . , &) is defined as 
where P. is the complex conjugate of pj. 
We d enote a diagonal matrix whose jth diagonal entry is oj, j = 1, 
by diag(ai, . , , a,,). 
For normal matrices, we have the following proposition: 
,n, 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A and B be n X n norm& matrices. Then for each 
A E C.(A) there is p E o(B) such that (A - I_L~ < (1 A - BII. 
See Proposition 12.1 and Corollary 12.2 of [2] for the proof. We now 
introduce the notion of l-l matching between two sets of eigenvalues of two 
matrices. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let A and B be n X n normal matrices. We say that 
there exists a l-l matching between the k eigenvalues {hi,, . . . , A,,) of A and 
the k eigenvalues { pj,, . , pj,} of B if there exists a one-to-one 
correspondence 
such that lArcj,) - pj,l < 11 A - BII for all s = 1,. . . , k. 
REMARK 2.3. Let A and B be n X n normal matrices. If n = 1 or 2, 
Proposition 2.1 implies the existence of a l-l matching between (T(A) and 
(T(B). In the case n > 3 a l-l matching between the spectra of A and B 
may not exist [6]. 
If A is a normal matrix, we denote by A, the principal submatrix of A 
obtained by deleting the rth row and column of A. The following interlacing 
theorem is well known [7, Theorem 4.3.8]. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A be an n X n Herrnitian matrix with spectrum 
U(A) = {A,, . , A,), where A, < e.0 < A,. Let r be a given integer in the 
set 11,. . . , n], and a(A,) = {A;, . , AL_,}, where A; < *** < Ah_,. Then 
we have 
Aj G A; i Aj+i forall j = l,...,n - 1. 
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3. A PRELIMINARY RESULT 
In this section we consider two matrices A and B with spectra a( A) on 
the real line and c+(B) on a ray with initial point at the origin. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose A is an n X n Hermitian matrix with spec- 
truma(A)=(h,,...,h,},whereA,( *a. gh,. LetBbeann Xnmutrix 
with spectrum u(B) = ( pl,. . , p,}, where w. = eiey; I+ are nonnegative 
reals for all j = l,...,n; v1 < *-* < vn; and 0 E [0, 7r/2] U [37~/2,27r]. 
Let n1 = max(j : 1 A, - pj/ < 11 A - B II}. Then for any positive integerj < n,, 
we have [A, - ~~1 Q [IA - Bll. 
Proof. Suppose 13 E [O, 7r/2] (th e case 0 E [3~/2,2r] is proved simi- 
larly). From Proposition 2.1, the integer nl exists. Let a E Iw with LY > A,, 
and p = reie, where r > v,,. Let j E (1,. . . , nl}. The eigenvalues Aj and ,u~ 
satisfy one of the following conditions: 
Xi 
(i) Aya . A;pj > 0, 
(ii) ATcz * A;& < 0 and ~7, * k;Aj 2 0, 
-_) 
(iii) Aj CY * A?p. < 0, pY@ . @:A. < 0, and 0:/3~,,~A,, d O:PLLjAj> or 
(iv) Aya 
&’ 1, .5’ 
* Ajpj < 0, kjp * /.+Aj < 0, and aPpn,A,, > “PpjAj, 
Let {xi,. . . ,xJ and Cyl,. . . , y,,} be two orthonormal bases in C”, where 
is an eigenvector of A corresponding to the eigendue Aj and yi is an 
eigenvector of p corresponding to the eigenvalue pi for all i = 1, . . . , n. 
Figure 1 shows case (i). In this case Aj can be anywhere on the real line. 
Let z be a unit vector in the intersection 
span(x,, . . >xj} n span{yj,...,y,J. 
The vector z satisfies (AZ, z) E [A,, Aj] and (Bz, z> E cod pj, ~“1. It is 
clearthatforanyAEIA,,Aj]and~E convl~j,~~l,wehavelAj-~jlflA 
- /J(. Thus 
IAj - rujI gJ(( A - B)x, ‘>I ~ II’ - ‘II. 
Figure 2 shows case (ii). In this case Aj > Re ,u~ > 0, since A> - A;wj < 
0. Let z be a unit vector in the intersection 
span{xj,. . . , xn) n span{y,,...,fi). 
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FIG. 1. Case 6). 
The vector z satisfies ( AZ, z> E [Aj, A,] and (Bz, Z> E cod ~1, Pjl. It is 
also clear that if A E [ A~, A, I and p E corn4 ~1, pjI> then I ‘j - /-+ I G I A - 
pi. Thus 
IAj - pjujl &(A - B)z,z)l G IIA - BII. 
Figure 3 shows case (iii). In this case the angle between pip and p:A,, 
could be either acute or obtuse, but we must have A,, > Re Pi, (othenvise, 
Q ppu,, A, > 0: /3p, Aj, which contradicts the assumption). Draw a vector p:A 
+ 
parallel to pj Ai, where A lies on the real axis. Since Im P,,~ > Im pj and 
A> * Aypj < 0, then A 2 Aj and A > Re p,,,. Also, A =G A,, since 0: BP,,, A,, 
a 
FIG. 2. Case (ii). 
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0 
FIG. 3. Case (iii). 
lAj - cqil < IA - /L,J < IA, - pnll < IIA - Bll, 
where the last inequality follows from the definition of nl. 
In case (iv), we have either A, < R%-L,,, (Figure 4) or A, > Re p,, 
(Figure 5). In ‘th el er case draw a vector A, p parallel to Aj pj, where I_L lies 
on the straight line determined by the two points 0 and /3. Since A,, > Aj, 
then Im p > Im pj and lAj - pjl < IA, - pl. Since 0: Pp,,A, > 0: @PA, 
0 Aj A, a 
FIG. 4. 
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FIG. 5. 
+ + 
and the angle between p/3 and PA,, is obtuse, we have 
Im CL < Im CL,, and IA, - ~1 < Ih, - /+I. 
So IA. - p.1 < IA, - pnll. F 
< ]lA’- B]( in th’ 
rom the definition of ni, it follows that I Aj - pj I 
is case too, and this completes the proof of the proposition. 
n 
REMARK 3.2. In Proposition 3.1, if we relax the condition on the matrix 
B and allow it to be in the form B = eieC, where C is Hermitian and 
8 E [0,7r/2] U [3~/2,27r], then we can use the same argument in Proposi- 
tion 3.1 to conclude that for any positive integer j < n, with Im pj z 0, we 
have ]hj - /+,I < (IA - B]]. 
4. AN IMPORTANT SPECIAL CASE 
Let Xn be the set of all pairs (A, B) of n X n matrices A and B, where 
A is Hermitian and B = eieC is a rotation of the positive semidefinite matrix 
C (in general we use the term “rotation of a matrix” to mean a multiplication 
of the matrix by a complex number with modulus equal to one). We denote 
by P(n) the statement: every pair (A, B) in Zn satisfies the inequality (1.3). 
Let Jy = {n E N : P(n) is true}. 
In Proposition 4.2 we consider a pair (A, B) in Xk+ i, where the Hermi- 
tian matrix A has also a positive eigenvalue. In addition, the largest positive 
eigenvalue of A and the eigenvalue of B with largest modulus have a special 
property. This proposition is a vital step in proving JV = N in Theorem 5.1. 
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REMARK 4.1. Since the spectral norm is unitarily invariant, we can 
assume without loss of generality that one of the matrices is diagonal. Recall 
that for a normal matrix A of order n, we denote by Aj, j E (1,. . . , n), the 
principal submatrix of A obtained by deleting the jth row and column of A. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let A = diag( A,, . . . , Ak + 1), where h,, . . . , A, + 1 are 
reals, h, < a*. < hk+l, and k > 2. Let B be a (k + 1) X (k + 1) matrix 
with eigenvalues pI, . . . , pk+ ,, where pj = eievj for all j = 1, . . . , k + 1, 
8 E [O, 7r/2] U [3~/2,2~], and 0 d v1 6 o-e < vk+l. Suppose hk+l > 
Re &+i, /I = reie where r > Re pk+l, and t-&y+,p* py+lhk+l < 0. De- 
note I( A - BII by E. Leti=max{j:j=l,...,k+landIhk+l-~j~<e) 
and assume that i=(l)..., k}. Let r(k+I)=maxtj:j=l,..., k+l 
and IAj - pk+lI < E}. If the inequality (1.3) holds for the pairs 
(A h(k+l) ) and ((U*AU)j, (D(B))j), where U is a unitary matrix 
sat$y%g B = UD( B)U * and D(B) = diag( pi, . . . , pk + 1), then there is a 
l-l matching between (T(A) and a(B). 
Proof. Let 8 E [O, z-/23 (th e o th er case 8 E [3~/2,27r] is proved simi- 
larly). Proposition 2.1 ensures the existence of the positive integers i and 
T(k + 1). We have either T(k + 1) 2 i or T(k + 1) < i. We consider each 
case separately. 
Case 1: T(k + 1) > i. In this case the proposition will be established 
in seven steps. 
Step 1. There exist k - i + 1 distinct positive integers T(k), T(k - 
0, . . . I T(i), where for every r E {i, i + 1,. , k} we have 
r(r)=max(j:l<j<k+l,j#r(k+l),...,r(r+I) and 
lAj - /.~,.l =G e}. (4.1) 
Since i=max{j:j=I,...,k+l and IAk+l-pjl<~} and iE 
(1, . . , k}, then for all j = i + 1, . . , k + 1 
IA k+l - pjujl > E and Clip * pjc+l < 0 (4J4 
(for every j E {i + 1,. . . , k + I} the angle between the vectors ~70 and 
pj c+ 1 must be obtuse). 
Let CL;, . . . , p; be the eigenvalues of the principal submatrix R,,k + i) of 
B, where I pi/ Q e.0 < I& I. Hence from Theorem 2.4, & E cord /-Lj> Pj + 11 
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for all j = 1,. . , k. Since the pair (ATCk+ r), BTCk+ r)) satisfies the inequality 
(1.3), then there is a l-l correspondence 
f:(l)..., k} --, (l,..., k + 1) - {T(k + 1)) 
such that iA&, - piL< IIArCk+ r) - B7Ck+1j(( for all j = 1,. , k. From the 
conditions pj p * pj& + r < 0 and f(j) < k + 1 for all j = i + 1,. . , k, it 
follows that p:p * pjyfCjj < 0 for all j = i + 1, . . . , k. This condition, to- 
gether with I*; E conv[ CL,, pj + r] for all j = i + 1, . , k, implies that 
for all j = i + 1, . , k. 
Define 
r(k) = m=(f(j) : 1 <j < k and Ihrcj, - ~~1 G .s}, 
7(k - 1) =max{f(j):l<j<k,f(j) #T(k), and l~fc~,-~k-~l GE}, 
and in general for T E {i + 1,. . , k - l}, 
T(r) = max{f(j) : 1 Gj <k,f(j) Z ~(k),...,r(r+ l), and 
The integers T(k), . , ~(i + 1) a re well defined. To see this, suppose for 
some j, E {i + 1,. . , k - 11 there is j, E (j,, k] such that r(jr) =f(j,>. 
Since the map f is bijective, then we can find j, E (j,, k ] suc+h that 
f<j,) GC {‘r(jO + 11,. , T(k)]. S’ mce the angle between the vectors pjLjo p and 
pji.&J9j is obtuse [see Equation (4.2)] and j, > j,, then 
where the second inequality follows from Equation (4.3). Hence the set 
{f(j) : 1 Gj =G k, f(j) # r(j, + I), . , T(k), and IArCj, - pjOl < s} 
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is nonempty. So r(jJ exists, where r(jJ # 7(j) for all j = j, + 1,. . . , k. 
Therefore the positive integers T(k), T(k - 11, . . . , ~(i + 1) exist and are all 
distinct. Since f(j) z T(k + 1) for all j = I,. . . , k and IA,, 1 - p,.l > E for 
all r = i + 1, . . , k, then we can write 
r(r) = mau{j:l -<j Q k, j Z T(k + l),. .,T(T + l), and IAj - p,J G ,s} 
(4.4) 
for every f- E (i + 1,. . , k}. Set r(i) = k + 1. Since r(r) # k + 1 for all 
r = i + 1,. . . , k, and T(k + 1) < k + 1 (this follows from the definition of 
i), then T(i) = k + 1 satisfies Equation (4.1) at r = i. This together with 
Equation (4.4) p roves the existence of distinct positive integers T(k), . . . , 7(i) 
satisfying (4.1). 
Step 2. Let A, = {h,,i,, hT(i+l), . . . , &(k+ I$ and A, = 
(4, Ai+p.. . > Ak+l }. Then we have hi E A, n A,. 
Suppose A, - A, = {A,,,,,, . . . , A,,,,,), where ni > e-0 > n,. It is clear 
that the end points A,, i = ATCi) E A, n A,, and ATCk+i) E A, n A,, since 
T(k + 1) > i. Thus Ai E A, fl A, if T(k + 1) = i. So suppose dk + 1) > i, 
and consider the following two cases: 
6) hi Q Re pn,. Since ~(12~) < i, then 
lAi - p,,l Q IA,,,,, - /+I G 8. 
(ii) Aj > Re pu,,. In this case Ai is a positive real. From r(k + 1) > i, we 
have IAi - P,,I Q lAiCk+i) - p,II.Jlso, from “+ > i and Equation (4.2), it 
follows that the angle between P,,, P and ~,,,h~(~+ i) is obtuse. Then 
Hence IAi - pn,l < E. 
Therefore in both cases (i) and (ii), we have JAi - p”,( < 6. But since 
7(n1) < i, then from the construction of the integers T(k), . . . , di + I>, 
there is an integer j E (n,, k + 1) such that Ai = ATCj, and Ihi - pjl < E. 
This proves hi E A, n A,. 
Step 3. Let A, - A, = {A,,,+. . . , A,,,J, where the two sets A, and 
A, are defined in step 2 and the positive integers nl,. , n, are ordered so 
that k + 1 > n1 > **- > n, > i. Then we have T(nj> = i - j for j = 
1,. . . ) s. 
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We use the induction principle to prove this statement. At j = 1 we have 
either h,_i < Re /.L,,, or h,_i > Re p,,. We consider each case separately. 
(8 hi-i < Re /.L”,. In this case, for all positive integers j < i - 1 we have 
(4.5) 
Since I < i, then there exists j < i such that 
I”/ - pu,,l =G E. (4.6) 
From (4.5) and (4.6) we have lAi_ 1 - pn,l Q E. This, together with dnl) = 
max{j: 1 <j < k + 1, I f T(k + l>, . . , dn1 + I>, IAj - ~,,,l G ~1 G 
i - 1 and the fact r(j) > i for any integer j @ Ini,. . . , n,) (if j G 
bl>. .1 n,) then ATcj, E A, n As), implies that r(ni) = i - 1. 
(ii) A,_i > Re /_L,,. Since T(k + 1) > i - 1, the angle between p:P and 
pxA.(,+,, is obtuse, and k + 1 > nl (A,,, E A1 n AZ), then 
Using the same argument as in case (i>, we can deduce from the inequality 
]Ai_I - P~,( < E that r(ni) = i - 1 in this case too. 
Now suppose r(nj> = i -j for all j = 1,. . . , t-, where r < s - 1. We 
prove r(n,+ i> = i - r - 1. We have either 
(iii) Ai_,_l < Re P,~+, or 
(iv) Ai-r_l > Re EL,,,,. 
As in cases (i> and (ii) above, we can prove that in both cases (iii) and (iv) we 
have 
IAi-(r-+l) - ~n,+,l G E (4.7) 
[replace i - 1 and n, in cases (i) and (ii) by i - r - 1 and n,, i, respec- 
tively, to get the inequality (4.7) in both cases (iii> and (iv)]. Since r(nj) = i 
-j for all j = 1,. . , r and T(n,+ 1> < i - 1, then r(n,+i) < i - r - 1. 
This, together with the inequality (4.7) and the fact r(j) > i for any integer 
j E (q,. . . , n,), implies that ~(n ,.+i) = i - T - 1, and this proves step 3. 
Step 4. Let A, - A, = {A,,,, . . , A,, ], where the positive integers 
ml,. , m, are ordered so that k + 1 > Ai > **. > m, > i; then A,, > 
Re &+ 1 for all j = 1,. . . , s. 
I 
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We first show A,$ > Re p,,. 
(step 3) and ms > i we have 
If hms < Re pn,, then from r(nr) = i - 1 
The inequality IA_ - &J < E, r(nr) = i - 1, and m, > i imply the exis- 
tence of an integer j > n, such that r(j) = m,, and this is impossible, since 
A,$ e A,. 
Now suppose A_ < Re pk + r. We have m, # dk + l), since A,,,$ @ A, 
and A,(, + 1) E Al. Also dk + 1) > m,, for if dk + 1) < m, then 
and this is impossible, since dk + 1) is the largest integer j satisfying 
1 Aj - pk + I 1 Q E. From The inequalities 
[see Equation (4.2)1, we get 
As in the previous paragraph, the inequality (A,$ - ,uL,,I Q E together with 
~(12~) = i - 1 and m, > i implies that Am3 E A,, which is not true. Hence 
we must have A,$ > Re /++r. Since A, > A_ for all j = 1,. , s, then 
A,, ’ Re pk+l for all j = 1,. . . , s. 
1 
Step 5. There exists a l-l matching between {Am,, . , A,*) ( = A, - A,> 
and a subset of { pcL1, . . . , ei_ l) consisting of s elements. 
Let A;,..., A; be the eigenvalues of (U*AU)i, where A; < 0.. G A;. 
Hence from Theorem 2.4, Aj < A; < Aj+l for all j = 1, . . . , k. Since the pair 
((U*AU)i,(D(B))i) satisfies the inequality (1.3) then there is a I-I 
correspondence 
g:(l)..., k} +{l,..., k+l) -(i} 
such that 
IAJ’ - ~g(j)l G /I( u*Au)j - (D( B))iIl for all j = 1,. . . , k. (4.8) 
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Since A,, > Re pk+ i for all j = 1, , s (step 41, A; > Ai for all j = 
1,. . , k, and ]](U*AU)i - (D(B))i(l < 8, then from the inequality (4.8) we 
get 
for all j = 1,. . ) s. (4.9) 
Now we show that for every j E (1,. , s} there is 1, E {I,. , i - 1) 
such that IA,,, - pcL1 < E. Let j E {l, . . , s} be arbitrary and mj”) = mj. If 
g(my)) E {l, f , i L- l}, take lj = g(m(!)>. If g(m”)) E {i + 1, . . , k + 11, 
define mj” = ~(g(rn~‘>>. We have ~rnjlj > m(?) . Indeed if m(J) < rn(!‘) then 
from the inequalities IA,c,, - ~gCm~~~J < E foi r = 0, 1 and t ’ h e consiruction 
of the integers r(i + lj, . , dk’+ 1) ( see step l), there is an integer 
n$‘) E [g(mF)), k + 11 such that r(n!‘)I = m- . co) But this is impossible, since 
A,,(o) = A E A,. If g(rn!l)> E {l, .! , i - l/, take I = g(rn!l)). If g(rn!l)) 
E ‘Ii + 17:. , k + I}, deBne rn?) = T(g:(m!l))). To ihow rnp) > rnt’), sip- 
pose my) for r = 1, 
2 and A 
< m(f). Then from the” inequalities’]h,,,~,, - ~K,nl~~~j]‘< E 
,K gJ A,,g,, < A,,(l), it follows that ( A,VU - p,(.,$,rJ < .s. Now the 
inequalitiek (A,,,cr, - ~~,,,,~lj,( < .s for r = 0 and 2,‘the assumption my’ < my), 
and the construction of the set {r(i + l), , T(k + 1)) which contains my) 
imply the existence of an integer ny) E [ g<m$l)), k + l] such that r( ny’) = 
m(O) But this is impossible, since A,,uu G A,. Hence rn(!) > m(J)). Also we 
h&e rn?) # rnj::; To see this, we notice g(rny)) # g(Aj”), which follows 
from ,I!o) z m. and the fact that the map g is 1-I. Since the integers 
r(i + l$, . , T{k + 1) are all distinct, then 
m(l) = 7(g(m$o))) 
I 
# T(g(mi’))) = my). 
If we continue the above process, then from the facts that g is l-l and 
the set (i + 1, . , k + l} is finite, it follows that there is an integer tj > 0 
and a finite set of distinct integers my), . , m:fi) such that: 
(i) g(my)) E {i + 1,. . . , k + 1) for all integers t satisfying 0 < t < tj - 1 
and g(mp)) E (1,. . , i - l}, 
(ii) m(J) = T(g(mjtpl))) for all t = 1,. , tj, and 
(iii) mjt) > mj@ = mj for all integers t satisfying 1 < t < tj. 
Let I, = g(m$.‘r)). F rom the definition of g, we have 1 A,,,,,,, - pl 1 < E. Since 
Am,<tj> > A, > Repk+l 2 RepI, then IA,, - pl I < e. ’ 
To complete the proof of this ‘step, we show that if j, and j, are different 
integers in (1, . , s} then lj, z lj2. From above we know that for r = 1,2, 
there exist integers t. > 0 and distinct integers rn?), , rn(!d <rnjg) = mjr_) 
satisfying properties ($1, (ii), and (iii) above and Zjr = g(mj$. 
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Hence 
m(f) = m. # m. = m(f) 
II 31 12 I? . 
(4.10) 
Since g(rnjr)> E {i + 1,. . . , 
- 1, then 
k + 1) for all integers p satisfying 0 < p < tj, 
h, (p + 1) E A, for all integers p satisfying 0 Q p Q tj, - 1. 
But since hm,* “e 
have 
A,, then for all integers p satisfying 0 < p < tj, - 1 we 
m!P+ ‘) # m$g). 
11 
(4.11) 
From Equations (4.10) and (4.11), ‘t f 11 1 o ows that for all integers p = 0, . . . , tji 
we have 
rn$,) # rnjt). (4.12) 
Now suppose tj2 > 1 and rnjr) f rn$r’ f or some integer r satisfying 0 Q r < 
tj2 - 1 and for integers p = 0, . . , tjl. Let p be an integer satisfying 0 < p 6 
tj, - 1. Since rn$P) f rnj:) and g is a l-l map, then g(mf’)) # g(m!“>. 
Since the integers ~(i + I>, . . . , T(k + 1) are distinct and each of g(rnp’> 
and g(rnjz)) is in {i + 1,. . . , k + 11, then 
rn!Y+‘) = 2-(g(m$r))) # T(g(mj:))) = rnj:+l). 31 (4.13) 
Equation (4.13) holds for all integers p which satisfy 0 < p Q t. - 1. Also, if 
%) we interchange j, and j, in the previous paragraph, we get mj, # m(q) for 
all 4 = 0, . . , tj2. This together with Equation (4.13) implies that ‘* 
m!P) # mjl+l) 
Jl 
for all p = 0,. . , t. . The argument used in this paragraph and Equation 
(4.12) prove that m. jtp) # m(4) for all p = 0, . . 
0 ) I2 particular rn$) z mj;z Since g is I-I, then 
.,tjl and q=O ,..., tj2. In 
Zj, = g(rnjF)) # g(mj>)) = Zj2, 
and this completes the proof of step 5. 
Step 6. There exists a I-1 matching between the sets {h,,, . . . , hms) and 
1 Pi- 1, . . .1 Pi-,). 
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In step 5, we proved the existence of a l-l matching between 
{A,,, . . > JL) and a subset of I /_~r. . . . , pi_ 1} consisting of s elements. 
Suppose in this matching only p eigenvalues A,,,,, . . , A,,,, from the set 
{AmI, . . . , Ams}, where A,;, 2 a** > A,. , match with ‘p eigenvahes 
p.,, from the set {~r,...,~~-~_r~ where lpli > 1-v > Ippl, and ;;‘;- ;- Ip 
< E 
{A2,...f;A 1 
for all j = 1,. . . , p. So s - p eigenvalues from the set 
match with s - p eigenvalues from the set { ki_ i, . . , pips}. 
~,et ‘the rem&ring p eigenvalues from the set I pi- r, . . . , pi_,1 which do not 
appear in this matching with any of the eigenvalues A,,,,, . . . , A,* be denoted 
by I+;>...> A,. , where 1 plLI; I z -*a ~I~~,,(.WeproveIA,.-~l,,)~Eforall 
j=l >“.> p. Let j E (1, . , p}, and cokder the followmg two cases: 
-3 -3 
(i> /-Q; P . /.Q; A”; < 0 (Figure 6). Since A,,,; E {AmI,. . . , A, 1 and A, > I I 
Re pk+ 1 for j = 1, . . , s, then 
A,; > Repk+l > Re pi Z Re ~1”. I 
From the2bove inequ$ities and the assumption that the angle between the 
vectors /.L~; P and puIY A,,,, is obtuse, we get 
J 
FIG. 6. 
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From cases (i) and (ii) above, we have 1 A,,,; - pls9 1 Q E for all j = 1, . , p. 
Hence there is a l-l matching between (A,,, . , &} and ( pui _ i, . . . , pLi _ ,). 
Steps 1, 3, and 6 prove the existence of a l-l matching between the sets 
tAi-,, hi-,+i,. . . > hk+ll and {c~~-~, IL~-~+~, . . ., P~+~I. Thus the proof of 
the proposition in the case ~(k + 1) 2 i is complete if we can prove: 
Step 7. There exists a l-l matching between the sets {hi, . . . , hi_,_ 1) 
and IP,, . . . , CL~_~_J. 
Since lhk+i - /_QJ < E and i > i - s - 1, then from Proposition 3.1, the 
result follows. 
To complete the proof of the proposition we consider the case: 
Case 2: r(k + 1) < i. Define A = e-“D( B), V = U*, and B^ = 
emieVAV*. It is clear that 1lA - 211 = E. Let ij = eeisj and fij = e-““Aj 
for all j = 1, . , k + 1, and let D( I?) = diag( bi,. . , j&+ 1). Define the 
integers i and +(k + 1) by 






It is clear that i = T(k + 1) < i = T(k + 1). Since T(k + 1) < k + 1 (this 
follows from the condition i E {l, . . . , k)), then i Q k. 
Since the ptir ((U*_AU)i, (D(B))i) satisfies Equation (1.3), then from the 
definitions of A and B, and T(k + 1) = i, it follows that the pair (A;(,+ 1j, 
I? ick + lj) satisfies Equation (1.3) too. Also, the pair ( A,(, + lj, BTLk + lj) satisfies 
Equ$ion (1.3); then from e -LOB = U(e-‘oD(S))U* = V*AV, e-iBA = 
V*BV=+ag(j&;,fik+l ) = D( I?), and T(k + 1) = i, it follows that the 
pair ((V *AV )], (D( B))i) satisfies Equation (1.3) too. 
K 
0 A I’ 
9 
FIG. 7 
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It is clear that proving the proposition in th’,s case is eq$valent to proving 
the existence of a l-l matching between a(A) and a(B). This completes 
the proof of the proposition. n 
5. THE MAIN THEOREM 
The results of Sections 3 and 4 are used to prove that the inequality (1.3) 
holds for any pair (A, B) in the set Zn (defined in Section 4). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A and B be n X n normal matrices, where (T(A) is 
on a straight line L, and a(B) is on a ray with origin p E L,. Then 
sd(A, B) < IIA - BII. 
Proof. We can assume that L, = R and p is the origin 0. We can also 
assume without loss of generality that A = diag( A,, . . , A,) and A, < =.* < 
A,. Let the eigenvalues of B be denoted by pl, . . , p,,, where pj = v.e”, 
8E[O,27r],andO<u,< *.. <~“.Let{y,,...,y,,}beanorthonormalbasis 
in @“, where yj is an eigenvector of the normal matrix B corresponding to 
the eigenvalue pj for all j = I, . , n. By replacing (A, B) by (-A, -B) we 
may assume that 0 E [0, r/2] U [3~/2,27r]. 
When ]A, - ~~1 > ]\A - BII and 8 E [O, 7r/2] U [3~/2,2rr], we must 
have: 
(i> A, > Re p,,. Suppose A,, < Re p,, . Then I A, - pcL,,I < I Aj - p,,I for 
all j = 1; . . . , n. From Proposition 2.1, there is a positive integer j, E 
{l,. , n - 1) such that IAj, - p,] < ]\A - BI]. Hence IA, - CL,\ < IAj - 
p,,I < I] A - B I(, and this contradicts the condition I A,, - pu,] > ]]A - B]f. 
(ii) P$~ 
+ 
. p,,A, < 0. Assume F$,, * p>,, > 0. Then we have IA, - 
p,I < IA, - pjl for all j = I,. . . , n. From Proposition 2.1, there is a positive 
integer j, E 11, . , u - 1) such that ]A,, - 3:’ < (IA - BII. Hence IA,, - 
~t,l G 14, - )(1.1,1 G I/A - BII, and this contra icts the condition I A,, - p,] 
> I]A - BII. 
We use the induction principle together with Proposition 4.2 and case 1 
to establish the theorem in this case. For every k E N, let & be the set of 
all pairs (A’, B’) in Zk such that the rotation B’ = eieC of the positive 
semidefinite matrix C satisfies 0 E [0, 7r/2] U [3~-/2,2v]. We denote by 
P(k) the statement: every pair (A’, B’) E% satisfies the inequality (1.3). 
Let k 3 2 and (A’, B’) EZ$+ ,, where the eigenvalues A;, , A; + 1 of 
A’ and the eigenvalues &, . . , p;+ I of B ’ are ordered so that Aj < A;+ i 
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and l&l Q lcLjl+il for all j = 1,. . . , k. Let D(A’) = diag(h;, . . . , A;+l), and 
V be a unitary matrix satisfying A’ = VD( A’)V *. Consider the following two 
possibilities: 
(1) I&+ 1 - pi+ iI > 11 A’ - B’JI. Replace 12 by k + 1 in (i> and (ii) + --f 
above to get hi+ i > Re &+i and & &+i * &+ih;+i < 0 in this case. Let 
T(k + 1) = max(j - &+i) < )IA’ - B’jj} and i = max{j:lh;+i - &I 
< )[A’ - B’ll}. It follows from Ih;+i - &+lJ > IIA’ - B’II = IID - 
V*B’VJI that max(r(k + l), i) < k + 1. If P(k) is true, then the two pairs 
((D(A’)h+l)> (V*B’Vh+o) and ((W*D( A’)W)i, (D( B’))i) 
satisfy the inequality (1.3), where D(B’) = diag( /.L:, . . . , &+I) and W is a 
unitary matrix satisfying V *B ‘V = W D( B ‘>W *. Thus the pair (D( A’), 
V *BY) satisfies all the hypotheses of Proposition 4.2, where u( D( A’)) = 
b&.,A;+,~ and (+(V*B’V) = (p’r,. . . , prk+ 1). Hence there is a l-l 
matching between (+ ( D( A’)) and cr (V *B ‘V ). Since the spectral norm is 
unitarily invariant, then the pair (A’, B’) satisfies the inequality (1.3). This 
proves that if P(k) is true, then sd( A', B’) < II A’ - B’II in this case. 
(2) IA;+1 - &+il < [IA’ - B’ll. From Proposition 3.1 we have, for all 
j = l,..., k + 1, IA; - piI Q (( A’ - B’JI [in this case we do not require the 
assumption that P(k) is true]. 
The argument introduced above proves that the statement 
P(k) implies P( k + 1) 
is true. Since each of P(1) and P(2) is true (Remark 2.3), then from the 
induction principle P(k) is true for all k E N. Thus for every k E N, every 
pair (A’, B ‘> in & satisfies the inequality (1.3). This completes the proof of 
the theorem. n 
6. THE GENERAL CASE 
Proposition 3.4 of [6] gi ves a necessary condition for having a counterex- 
ample to the inequality (1.3) for a pair of 3 x 3 normal matrices (A, B) with 
the property that neither the eigenvalues of A nor those of B are collinear. 
In this section we consider the case where each of (T(A) and (T(B) lies on a 
straight line, and the two lines intersect. 
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LEMMA 6.1. ,!it A, be a positive real number, and ,u, be a nonzero 
complex number in the polar form p1 = r,e”, whet-3 0 ‘LO, r/21 U 
[3?r/2.27r]. Suppose A, and F, satisfy A, 3 rl and Op, . pl A, < 0. If 
A 2 A, and p = reie, where r > rl, then lh - pl 2 IA, - ~~1. 
Proof. Replace Aj, A,, pj, and CL,,, in case (iii) and (iv) of Proposition 
3.1 by A,, A, pi, and p, respectively, here, and apply the same proof given in 
these two cases to get the result. n 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let A = diag(A,, A,, As) be a real diagonal matrix, 
where A, < A, < A,. Let B = eieC be a rotation of the 3 X 3 Hermitian 
matrix C, where a(B) = IP,, pz, ~~1, Im p1 < Im p2 < Im E.L~, and 8 E 10, 
x-/2] U [37~/2, 2~1. Suppose IA.1 = max{lA,l, lA,l) and lpu,l = 
maxtl p.,I, lull). Zf sd(A, B) > II A - Bjl, then 
(1) A, A, < 0, 
(2) (Im lu,) (Im p3) < 0, 
(3) jf k, and 
(4) Op, * p>,- < 0 for r = I and 3. 
Proof. Suppose 8 E [O, 7r/2] (the case 0 E [3~/2,2rr] is proved simi- 
larly), and let (y,, yZ, ys) be a basis in C”, where yr is a normalized 
eigenvector of B corresponding to the eigenvalue /_L., for all r = 1,2,3. (1) 
and (2) are immediate from Theorem 5.1. 
To show (31, suppose j = k. From (1) and (2>, the real numbers A, and 
epiBpi are negative, and the real numbers A, and emi’& are positive. Denote 
1) A - BJJ by E. To prove sd( A, B) < JIA - BJJ, we consider the following two 
cases: 
Case 1: j = k = 1. In this case we prove: 
(a) IA3 - p,l sz E. If A, < Re pa, then IA, - ~~1 < IA, - p,.l for all r = 
1,2,3. Hence from Proposition 2.1, IA, - ~~1 < E. If A, > Re p3, let z be a 
unit vector in the intersection 
span{ei, e3) n span{yi) y31 
(for every n E N, the standard unit vectors in C” are denoted by e,, . . , e,). 
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Then we have 
IIA - Bll” = +/IA - I?[(” + +/I( A - B)*(12 
> +I/( A - B)z))’ + ;I]( A - B)*zI~~ 
= $[ I(Az(1' + (\Bz((~ - ( AZ, Bz) - (Bz, AZ)] 
+;[IIAz~[~ + (/B*z)(’ - (AZ, B*z) - (B*z, AZ)] 
= IIAz112 + /ICZI(~ - (cos O)< AZ, Cz) - (cos 0) (AZ, Cz) . 
Thus 
II A - Bll’ = (1 Azll’ + ((Czl(’ - 2(cos 0) Re( Az, Cz) 
> I~Az~~~ + ~~Cz112 - 211Azll IICzllcos 8 
where A = II AZ/( and p = II Bzlleie. S’ mce II Azll > A, and II Bzll > I /+I, then 
from Lemma 6.1 we have IA - ~1 >, IA, - /+I. Hence IIA - BII 2 IA, - /+I 
in this case too. 
(b) IA, - /+I < E. All the possibilities for the relative positions of A, and 
p2 are listed as follows: 
(i> Im pe 2 0 and A, < Re F,, 
(ii> Im /.Q > 0, A, > Re pz, and 0: pu, ,u2 A, < 7r/2, 
(iii) Im /..Q > 0, A, > Re /_L~, and Q p,? /.L~ A, is obtuse, 
(iv)Im~u,<OandA2~Re~LZ, 
(v> Im ,uu, < 0, A, < Re F~, and 0: pr p2 A, < 7r/2, and 
(vi) Im pz < 0, A, < Re pz, and 4 pi p2 A, is obtuse. 
From Remark 3.2, it follows from cases (i) and (ii) in the proof of Proposition 
3.1 that IA, - ~~1 < E in cases (i) and (ii). In case (iii> we take a unit vector z 
in the intersection span{e,, e,J f~ span{y,, ya). Then 
IIA - BII >l((A - B)z,z)l = IA - pl, 
where A = (AZ, z) E [As, A31 and ,U = (Bz, z> E con4 p.,, /+I. Since IA, 
- ~21 < IA - /*I, we get IA, - pu,J G E. Applying cases (il-(iii) to the pair 
(-A, -B), we have IA, - ~~1 G 8 in cases (iv)-(vi> too. 
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It is clear from the argument in part (b) that we have not used any additional 
hypothesis other than those in the statement of the proposition to establish 
IA, - /.%I G 8. We will use this fact later in proving statement (4) of the 
proposition. 
(c) There exists a permutation T of the set {1,2,3] such that IA, - pL,I =G E 
for all s = 1,2,X From Proposition 2.1 there is A, E (A,, AZ, As] such that 
IA, - pi1 =z E. We consider each possibility separately: 
(i) IA, - l~il < E. From parts (a) and (b), it follows that IA, - /.L,] < E for 
all T = 1,2,3. 
(ii) IA, - pll G .T. From (i) above, we can assume that 2 is the smallest 
integer i satisfying JAi - /.~i( < E. If I A, - /_+_I =G 8, then from part (a) 
(IA, - ~~1 < E) we have a l-l matching between U(A) and a(B). 
If 3 is the only j in (ii) satisfying ]A, - cqil < E, then Im /.Q < 0 and 
Qi pi pz A, is obtuse. From Theorem 2.4, there is an eigenvalue /J’ of B, in 
co& /_~i, I_L~] (recall that B, is the principal submatrix of B obtained by 
deleting the second row and column of B). Thus from Remark 2.3, applied to 
the pair (A,, B,), we have IA, - ~‘1 < .Y because 1) A, - B,]] < 6 and 
IA, - ~‘1 > IA, - ~~1 > E. But since (A, - /+I < ]A, - ~‘1, we get IA, - 
/+I G 6. Thus in this case the permutation r of the set {1,2,3} defined by 
~(1) = 2, ~(2) = 3, and r(3) = 1 satisfies l A,,,, - p,l < E for all s = 1,2,3. 
(iii) ]A, - /.+I < E. From (i) and (ii) above, we can assume that 3 is the 
only i satisfying (Ai - pi] < E. Hence A, < 0, and 0: p1 /_L~ A, is obtuse. If 
IA, - /+I < E, then from part (b) (IA, - ~~1 < E) we have a l-1 matching 
between a( A) and a(B). It remains to consider the case when 2 is the only 
j satisfying I A, - pjl < .s [the case I A, - pII < E has been discussed in (i) 
above]. From Theorem 2.4 there is an eigenvalue A’ of (VAV *)2 in [A,, A,], 
where V is a unitary matrix satisfying VBV * = diag( pi, pu,, pug). From 
Remark 2.3 applied to the pair ((VAV*),, (VBV *),) we have IA’ - /.~s] < E, 
because I](V(A - B)V*),II < E and ]A’ - pi] > ]A, - JIL~I > F. But since 
IA, - pa] < IA’ - /.~a\, we get ]A, - ,+I < E. Thus in this case the permuta- 
tion r of the set {l, 2,3} defined by ~$1) = 3, 7(2) = 1, and ~(3) = 2 satisfies 
1 AT(S) - p,I < E for all s = 1,2,3. This completes the proof of sd(A, B) < 
II A - B II in case 1. To complete the proof of (3) we consider the other case, 
namely: 
Case 2: j = k = 3. In this case we apply the argument in case 1 to the 
pair (-A, -B) to obtain 
sd( A, B) = sd( -A, -B) < 11 - A + Bll = IIA - Bll, 
as before. 
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To show (4), suppose OG, * /~$a > 0. We prove sd(A, B) < [(A - Bll. 
From (1) and (2) above, we can assume without loss of generality that the real 
numbers A, and eeiepl are negative and the real numbers A, and e+& are 
positive. So 1 A, - pg( 6 1 A, - p,I for all r = 1,2,3. Hence from Proposition 
2.1, it follows that (A, - ,+I Q E. Also we have IA, - p21 < E [see the 
paragraph at the end of part (b) f o case 1 in proving statement (3)]. Now 
consider the following two cases: 
Case I: I&] < IA,], i2,j = 1 --f. From (3) we can assume that ( ,u1i< 
I p3(. Thus we must have 0~~ * pr A, > 0 (the angle between the vectors Op, 
and ,T’n, is smaller than the angle between the vectors OG, and /_~>s ). So 
lA,-~~l<lA~-~,lf 11 or a r = 1,2,3. Thus from Proposition 2.1, it follows 
that ]A, - pr) < E. Thus sd(A, B) G (IA - BII in this case. 
Case 2: (A,] > IA,], i.e., j = 3. From (3) we can assume that I p31 < 
( ,+I. From Proposition 2.1, there is A,. E {A,, A,, ha] such that IA, - I_L~] =G E. 
We use the same argument introduced in (i) and (ii) of part (c) of case 1 in 
proving statement (3) to show that there is a l-l matching between a(A) 
and U(B) in this case too [we do not need to apply the argument in (iii) of 
part (c) of case 1 in proving (3) since from ] A,] > ] A,] and the angle 
Oc AgOpI > rr/2, the inequality IA, - pr( < E implies that IA, - ~~1 < E 
for all s = 1,2,3]. 
To complete the proof of (4) suppose OG, * pr)A, > 0. We apply the 
above argument to the pair G-A, -B), and use the facts sd( A, B) = 
sd(-A, -B) and I] - A + BII = IIA - Bll to conclude sd(A, B) Q IIA - Bll 
in this case also. This completes the proof of the proposition. n 
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thank the referee for his careful reading of the manuscript and his useful 
suggestions. 
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